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Characterizing phenotypic differences between sexual and asexual organisms is a critical step towards understanding why sexual reproduction is so common. Because asexuals are often polyploid, understanding how ploidy influences phenotype is directly relevant to the study of sex and will provide key insights into the evolution of ploidy-level variation. The well-established association between genome size and cell cycle duration, evidence for a link between genome size and tissue regeneration rate and the growing body of research showing that ploidy influences growth rate and gene expression led us to hypothesize that healing and tissue regeneration might be affected by ploidy-level variation. We evaluated this hypothesis by measuring the rate of regeneration of antenna tissue of Potamopyrgus antipodarum, a New Zealand snail characterized by frequent coexistence between diploid sexuals and polyploid asexuals. Antennae of triploid and presumptive tetraploid asexuals regenerated more rapidly than the antennae of diploid sexuals, but regeneration rate did not differ between triploids and tetraploids. These results suggest either that ploidy elevation has nonlinear positive effects on tissue regeneration and/or that factors associated directly with reproductive mode affect regeneration rate more than ploidy level. The results of this study also indicate that the lower ploidy of sexual P. antipodarum is unlikely to confer advantages associated with more rapid regeneration.

1. Introduction

Because only females can produce offspring, sexually reproducing females that reallocate resources from daughters to sons are expected to pay a substantial “cost of males” [1]. This cost is not paid by asexually reproducing organisms that produce only daughters, leading to the expectation that asexuality should be the norm. The predominance of sexual reproduction despite the cost of males means that sex must be associated with profound advantages, which themselves remain unclear [2].

Characterizing differences between sexual and asexual organisms constitutes a critical step towards understanding why sex is so common [2]. Potamopyrgus antipodarum, a New Zealand freshwater snail, is an ideal study system in this context because obligately sexual and obligately asexual P. antipodarum coexist and are ecologically similar [3], allowing direct comparisons between sexual and asexual individuals.

Like many mixed sexual/asexual animal taxa [4], sexual P. antipodarum are diploid, whereas asexuals are triploid or more than 3× (“tetraploid”) [5]. Because ploidy level can profoundly influence phenotype [4,6], these differences in ploidy between sexuals and asexuals could affect the maintenance of sex [7]. Rigorous evaluation of the phenotypic effects of ploidy-level variation in P. antipodarum is therefore central to understanding the maintenance and distribution of sex in P. antipodarum and in the many other mixed sexual/asexual animal taxa featuring...
variation in ploidy level. Importantly, because there have been multiple independent spontaneous (i.e. non-hybrid) transitions from sexual to asexual P. antipodarum and from lower to higher ploidy levels within asexual P. antipodarum, we can also use comparisons of sexuals versus asexuals and triploids versus tetraploids to decouple the effects of ploidy and sexuality [5].

Here, we address whether ploidy level affects the rate of tissue regeneration in P. antipodarum. There are multiple mechanisms by which ploidy could influence healing/regeneration; we outline three possibilities below. First, the increased cell volume typically associated with polyploidy [4,6] is itself often associated with decreased metabolic rate and slower growth and development [8]. Second, there is a well-established positive correlation between haploid genome size and cell cycle time [9] and some evidence that cell cycle time also increases with ploidy level [10]. Both of these scenarios would be expected to lead to lower rates of healing and regeneration in polyploids. No study of which we are aware has directly addressed either of these hypotheses, though indirect support comes from evidence for an inverse correlation between limb regeneration rate and nuclear genome content in salamanders [11].

Alternatively, extra genome copies may result in higher production of RNA and protein [12,13]. While relationships between gene expression levels and tissue regeneration rates are not well characterized, increased gene expression via endopolyploidy was proposed as an explanation for the rapid regrowth of Arabidopsis plants subjected to simulated herbivory [14]. With this possibility in mind, and given the positive correlation between RNA level and individual growth rate in animals [15], it is conceivable that higher RNA levels could translate into higher rates of tissue regeneration. By this logic, the higher RNA content of polyploid P. antipodarum [13] could plausibly positively influence healing and regeneration. Here, we performed the first study of which we are aware to directly address potential connections between the rate of tissue regeneration and ploidy level in animals by quantifying the rate of antenna regrowth in a diverse array of diploid, triploid and tetraploid P. antipodarum.

2. Material and methods
We arbitrarily selected 10–15 adult or near-adult female P. antipodarum from four inbred sexual diploid lineages, one outbred sexual diploid lineage, 13 asexual triploid lineages and 13 asexual tetraploid lineages. All lineages were laboratory-raised and independently derived from a single female and were selected because they contained enough snails for the experiment. We also arbitrarily selected two to four adult female P. antipodarum of unknown ploidy collected from four New Zealand lakes (Alexandrina, Brunner, Kaniere and Selle) containing P. antipodarum. There are multiple populations that comprised coexisting sexual diploids and asexual triploids. We used the largest females available for each lineage/field collection to ensure comparisons between individuals of similar life stages.

Next, we anaesthetized groups of 10–15 snails by exposing them to 2 g crushed menthol crystals [16] dissolved in 200 ml of carbon-filtered tap water. After approximately 90 min of menthol exposure, we used microscissors to sever the right antenna of one arbitrarily selected and successfully anaesthetized snail from each laboratory lineage and from each of the nine successfully anaesthetized field-collected snails. We also captured an image of each snail next to a ruler and then used IMAGEJ software to measure the length of the shell of each snail. We used the shell length data to address whether there were differences in body size between sexuals and asexuals across ploidy levels and control for the possibility that snail size could affect antenna regeneration rate. Snails that were not fully anaesthetized (i.e. were still moving) after 90 min of menthol exposure were not used in the experiment.

Following antenna severing, each snail was housed individually in a plastic cup filled with 200 ml carbon-filtered tap water and fed 0.024 mg dried Spirulina every 2–3 days [17]. A pilot experiment had demonstrated that antennae regenerated to approximately 90% of their initial length within 9–10 days. Accordingly, after 10 days of regrowth, we captured an image of the antenna of each snail and then used IMAGEJ to measure the length of the regenerated antenna.

Next, we dissected and flash-froze the head tissue of the nine field-collected snails in preparation for flow cytometric determination of ploidy level using the ‘Iowa’ protocol described in [5,18]. We also treated seven experimental snails from sexual diploid lineages in the same manner to provide examples of representative diplombs.


(a) Statistical analyses
As previous flow cytometry-based analyses of ploidy in P. antipodarum have demonstrated [5], the 10 diploid and six triploid samples were readily distinguishable (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). One of the putatively diploid individuals included in the flow cytometry run was revealed to be triploid, representing either contamination from another lineage or ploidy elevation within the sexual line. We thus reclassified this individual as triploid for subsequent analyses. When multiple field-collected individuals from the same lake had the same ploidy level, we selected the largest individual from each lake/ploidy level combination for future analyses (paralleling our selection of the largest females available from the laboratory lineages), leaving us with three field-collected diplombs and two field-collected triploids.

While there were no systematic differences in shell length between either sexuals and asexuals or between triploid and tetraploid asexuals (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2), there was a positive association between shell length and antenna regrowth (linear regression, \( \beta = 0.428, F = 7.858, p = 0.008 \)). We thus used the residuals from this regression as the response variable in a univariate ANOVA to evaluate how the fixed factor of ploidy affected antenna regrowth. All statistical analyses were conducted in IBM SPSS STATISTICS v. 21.

3. Results
There was a significant effect of ploidy on antenna regrowth (\( F_{2,34} = 12.382, p < 0.0001 \); figures 1 and 2). Pairwise post hoc Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) comparisons revealed that this effect was driven by the low rate of regrowth in diplombs (mean regrowth = \(-1.15 \pm 0.88\) s.d.) relative to triploids (\(0.12 \pm 0.68\) s.d.; Bonferroni-corrected \(p = 0.002\)) and tetraploids (\(0.56 \pm 0.81\) s.d.; Bonferroni-corrected \(p < 0.0001\)). While there was somewhat higher mean regrowth of tetraploids than triploids, this difference was not significant (Bonferroni-corrected \(p = 0.421\)) and was driven in part by a tetraploid with antenna regrowth that was more than twice as rapid as any other individual (mean tetraploid regrowth without this individual: \(0.4 \pm 0.61\) s.d.; figure 2). The power of the triploid/tetraploid comparison was only approximately 0.33 (power analysis executed in IBM SPSS STATISTICS v. 21), however, meaning
4. Discussion

Regeneration of antenna tissue proceeded much more rapidly in polyploid asexual *P. antipodarum* than in sexual diploid *P. antipodarum* but occurred at statistically indistinguishable rates in triploid versus tetraploid asexual *P. antipodarum*. While we did not have adequate power to detect the more subtle differences in rate of regeneration that may exist between triploids and tetraploids, the results of our experiment suggest that any such differences are likely to be relatively minor compared with the magnitude of difference in regeneration rate between sexuals and asexuals.

One possible explanation for the relatively high rate of tissue regeneration in asexual polyploids is that *P. antipodarum* experience nonlinear positive effects of ploidy elevation on the rate of tissue regeneration. While the effects of polyploidy on phenotype remain unclear, ploidy elevation often results in increased cell size [4,6] and higher levels of RNA and protein production [12,13]. Both phenomena could plausibly affect rates of healing and regeneration [14]: cell size can directly or indirectly influence many important traits [8,9], and the increased RNA/protein production associated with higher ploidy level may facilitate more rapid regeneration [14,19].

Although somatic cell size in *P. antipodarum* remains uncharacterized, a recent study demonstrated that the triploid males occasionally produced by asexual triploid female *P. antipodarum* [18] have larger sperm than diploid sexual male *P. antipodarum* [20]. All else being equal, larger cell sizes should equal larger body sizes, so the fact that body size does not differ across reproductive modes or ploidy levels in *P. antipodarum* (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2) thus suggests either that somatic cell size does not increase with ploidy level or that cell number may decrease with ploidy level. While to the best of our knowledge, no studies have directly addressed how cell number and/or size might influence healing and regeneration in animals, Barow [19] recently suggested that endopolyploidy (i.e. genome duplication in the absence of cell division, leading to larger and fewer cells) could facilitate tissue regeneration in plants (also see [14]). Clearly, next steps towards understanding the higher rate of regeneration in asexual polyploid *P. antipodarum* will require quantification and comparison of cell number and sizes across ploidy levels and reproductive modes.

Triploid *P. antipodarum* have significantly higher per-mass RNA levels than their diploid counterparts [13], providing a different but non-mutually exclusive potential explanation for the more rapid regeneration rates in polyploids. Under this hypothesis, if higher RNA production translates into more rapid tissue regrowth, the absence of a marked difference in regeneration rates between triploids and tetraploids implies that there should be little if any difference between per-mass RNA levels in triploid and tetraploid *P. antipodarum*.

It is also possible that the higher performance of asexual polyploid *P. antipodarum*, which are apomorphic and feature fixed heterozygosity [21], is linked to higher heterozygosity and/or the absence of inbreeding. This possibility is especially important to consider because some of the sexual diploids in the experiment were from inbred lines. If low heterozygosity and/or inbreeding depression contributed to the relatively slow regrowth of the sexual diploids, we would predict that the field-collected sexual diploids (sampled from diverse natural populations) should experience higher regrowth than the inbred sexual diploids. We would also predict that tetraploids, which have higher heterozygosity than triploids [22], should have a higher rate of regrowth than triploids. These predictions were generally not met: antennae regeneration in two of the three field-collected sexual diploids was indistinguishable from the relatively low rate of regeneration observed in sexual diploids from inbred lines, and triploids and tetraploids experienced similar and relatively high rates of regrowth (figures 1 and 2). These results suggest that low heterozygosity and/or inbreeding depression cannot fully explain why the asexuals performed so poorly.
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